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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I denote the compact interval [0, I], R” k-dimensional Euclidean 
space with Euclidean norm 11 .I], and let f :  I x D C I x Rzn --+ R” be con- 
tinuous. In this paper, we consider the existence of periodic solutions for the 
system of second order equations 
d = f(t, x, x’), (’ = d/dt). (1.1) 
A solution x(t) of (1.1) is called l-periodic (or periodic, since the period will be 
fixed throughout) in case 
x(O) = x(l), x’(0) = x’(1). (1.2) 
More generally, if G: I x D C I x Rk - Rk is continuous, a solution y(t) of 
Y’ = G(t, r> (1.3) 
is periodic if y(0) = y( 1). In either case, a periodic solution in this sense may 
be extended so as to be a periodic solution in the usual sense in case the 
right side of the equation in either (1.1) or (1.3) is a l-periodic function of t 
in the usual sense. 
* Research of second author supported by U. S. Army Contract ARO-D-37-124- 
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We establish essentially three different classes of results concerning the 
existence of periodic solutions for (1.1) utilizing a method based on a slight 
generalization (Theorem 2.1) of a result of Krasnosel’skii fs] together with 
a variation of the Borsuk-Antipodensatz (Theorem 2.3). 
The method can be described as follows. Define a modification li‘ of f 
which is bounded and continuous on I x R2” and agrees with f on I x Il. 
Apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 to the system 
d’ = qt, x, x’) (1.4) 
to show that (1.4) has a periodic solution x(t) by observing that the degree of 
a certain natural mapping associated with (1.4) is nonzero. In addition, there 
are conditions imposed on f which imply that (x(t), x’(t)) E II for ail. t E [O, I] 
and hence x(t) is a periodic solution of (1.1). 
This approach has several advantages. The key theorems (of Section 2) 
are proven using only basic ideas from the theory of ordinary differential 
equations and degree theory. These basic results are in turn easy to apply to 
the problems considered and permit us to give a unified approach to several 
classes of problems, previously studied by Knobloch [4, 51, Mawhin [?I, 
and Schmitt [8,9]. With our approach we are able to obtain the results of 
[5] and [7] and several generalizations more directly, since we do not have to 
employ the functional analytic method of Cesari [l]. Further, we are able 
to show that the results in f9] remain valid without assuming one of the major 
hypotheses in [9]. 
2. A GENERAL PRINCIPLE 
Let I denote the compact interval [0, 11, R the real line and RM Euclidean 
m-space. Let 8 be a nonempty bounded open set in R”” and letg: I x Rm -+R’” 
be a continuous function having the following properties: 
(4 ~O,Y) = Y, 
(b) dL Y) = Y, 
(c) for every t, g(t, * ) is one-one, 
(d) for every y0 E X? the function ya(t) defined by 
Y&> = g(t, Yo) 
has the property that ye(t) is differentiable at t = 0 and 
km Yo> = (44 Y&~ I t=o 
is a continuous function of y0 , y0 E i3Q. 
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DEFINITION 1. For y,, EQ, {g(t, y,,)lO < t < l} is called the set of 
recurrence points of y,, with respect to the function g. 
Let G: I x R” + R” be continuous and consider the differential equation 
Y’ = G(t, Y>> O<‘<l. (2-l) 
The following theorem, which is a generalization of a result of Kras- 
nosel’skii [6, Theorem 6.1, p. 811 is the general principle which we shall 
employ throughout this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that every ;Folution of (2.1) emanating from J? 
exists on [0, l] and that for every y,, E S?, every solution y(t) of (2.1) with 
y(0) = y,, is such that y(t) #g(t, yo) =yO(t), 0 < t < 1 (i.e., XI consists 
of nonrecurrence points only). Then there exists a l-periodic solution of (2.1), 
whenever 
deg(---G(Q Y,J + g&4 Y& Q, 0) f  0. 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 implicitly assumes that the function T(y,) = 
-40, ~0) + gdo, YJ d oes not vanish on XJ in order that the topological 
degree deg( T(y,), Q, 0) with respect to D and 0 E R” be defined. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first prove the theorem under the additional 
assumption that for every ye ED there exists a unique solution y(t) of (2.1) 
such that y(0) = yO; this solution will be denoted by y(t, y,J. We next define 
the vector field U(t, y,,) on B by 
w> Yo) = g(4 Yd - Y(4 Yo) 
= YOW - Y@? Yd 
Since g( 1, yO) = y,, , we shall have demonstrated the existence of a periodic 
solution once we have shown that the vector field U( 1, y,,) has a zero in 8. 
By hypothesis, U(t, y,,) f  0 when t > 0 and y,, E 3.Q. Hence, 
deg(Ult) W, YO>, Qn, 0) 
is defined. Further, our continuity and uniqueness assumptions imply that 
the vector fields (l/t)U(t, yO) and (l/s)U(s, yJ, 0 < t, s < 1 are homotopic 
which implies 
deg((l/t)U(t, y,,), Q, 0) = constant. 
Letting t -+ 0, , we find that 
jiz (l/t> W ~0) = -‘VA ~0) + gt(Os YO) 
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and therefore that 
deg(W, Y& Q, 0) = deg((V)W, Y& Q, 0) 
= deg(--G(O, yo) + g&l Y& Q2, 0) f  0. 
This in turn implies the existence of at least one zero of U(1, ys) in Q. 
To prove the general case, we use an approximation procedure, i.e., we 
approximate G by a sequence of locally Lipschitz continuous functions 
which have the same properties as G, apply what has just been said to each 
of the approximations, and then complete the proof by means of a limiting 
argument. The reader will find that a slight modification of the arguments on 
pp. 81-83 of [6] will accomplish what has been described above. 
In the first set of applications of Theorem 2.1, we make use of the special 
case where g(t, y) = y. We state this special case as 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Krasnosel’skii). Assume that solutions of (2.1) exist on 
[0, l] and that for every y0 E a.9 every solution y(t) of (2.1) z&h y(0) = y,, is 
such that y(t) # y0 , 0 < t < 1. Then there exists a l-periodic solution of (2.1) 
whenever deg(-G(0, y,,), Q, 0) # 0. 
Together with either Theorem 2.1 or Corollary 2.2, we shall need the 
following result which is a consequence of the Borsuk-Antipodensatz 
E6, P. 751. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Q be a convex bounded open set in Rm. The (fixed 
point free) involution S of X? determined by z E Q is the mapping on a!J 
onto a!S which maps each y E aQ onto Sy by projecting y along the line joining 
y and x. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Sz be a convex bounded open set in R”, let h: 8 -+ IV be 
continuous and such that h(y) f  0 f or ally E a&?, and let S be the fixed point 
free involution of%2 determined by x E !2. If h(y) and h(Sy) do not have the same 
direction for ally E X2, then 
deg(h(y), f&Q) # 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
the point z = 0 E R”. Let B = (y] 11 y jj < al, where a is chosen small enough 
so that 3 C Q. We now retract D onto B along rays through z = 0. This 
homeomorphism is denoted by N: a -+ B. 
Let r E aB and let y = H-l(r); then it is clear from the definition of S that 
Sy = H-l(--r). H ence, the involution S induces the antipodal map on aB, 
Let R: aB -+ R” be defined by K = h 0 H-l. Then K(r) = h(y) and iZ(--r) = 
h(Sy), wherey = H-l(r). Thus k(r) and h(-Y) do not have the same direction 
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and, furthermore, k(r) # 0 on H3. It follows from Theorem 5.13, p. 75, of 
[6] that 
de& B, 0) # 0. 
Using the product theorem of degree theory (see, e.g., [3, Theorem 7, p. 2441) 
we conclude that deg(h, $2, 0) f: 0. 
3. SOME EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we show how Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 can be used to 
establish the existence of a periodic solution of the second order system 
x” ==f(t, x, x’) (3.1) 
by imposing various assumptions on j Our first theorem of this section is a 
generalization of Theorem 1 of Knobloch [5] and of Theorem 3.1 of Schmitt 
[9]. We first establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If f (t, x, x’) is a continuous vector function on 
D = ((t, x, x’)jt EI, [j x Ij < R, x’ E R”) 
and ;f 
(a) x *f-t II x’ II2 2 0 if x * x’ = 0, /j x/I = R, (3.2) 
(b) Il.0 d dll x’ II>, (3.3) 
where v is a positive continuousfunction on [0, co) with$,“(s/v(s)) ds = co for all 
(4 ‘T 3’) E D, 
(c) there exist 01 2 0, K > 0 such that 
Ilf II 6 24~ *f + II x’ II”) + K for all (t, x, x’) ED, (3.4) 
then there exists a continuous bounded function F: I x R” x R” -+ R” with 
F(t, x, x’) = f(t, x, x’) on .E = ((t, x, .‘)P ~1, II x II < R, II x’ II < JQ 
satisfying 
x*F+IIx’lj2 > 0 for x * x’ = 0, /I x II > R, (3.5) 
IIF II < dll x’ II> for all (t, x, 4 E D, (3.6) 
and 
IjF Ij 9 201(x .F + II ~‘11”) + K for all (4 x, x’) ED, (3.7) 
x.F>O for IIxlj = RR+ 1, tE&,‘ER”. (3-g) 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. DefineF:I xR” xR”-+R?“by 
F@, x, x’) = Mll x’ ll)f(t, x, 4, II x I! d R 
and 
F(t, % 4 = Mil x II) w, WI x 11, x’) + (1 - %(ll x ll)>~ill x I/> 
where 8+(s) is a continuous function on [0, CO) with S,(s) = 1 on 0 < s < t 
and6,(s)=OforsZt+l. 
It is straightforward to verify that F is a continuous bounded function on 
.I x R* x R” with F(t, X, x’) =f(& X, x’) on E satisfying (3.5~(3.8). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f(t, x, x’) be continuous on D and sati$y (3.2)-(3.4), 
then (3.1) has a periodic solution x(t) with I] x(t)]] & R. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By (3.3) and (3.4) [2, ,Lemma 5.2, p. 4291, there 
exists a positive constant n/r depending on a, K, p, and R such that if x(t) is a 
solution of (3.1) with jl x(t)11 f R on [0, 31, then 11 x’(t)]\ < M on [O, l]. 
Consider 
xc = F(t, x, x’), (3.9) 
where F is a modification off relative to R and M as defined in proof of 
Lemma 3.1 which satisfies (3.5)-(3.8). 
Let S, = (x I /I x II < R + 11, S, = {x’ I II x’ 11 < M -I- 21, Q = S, x S, , 
;id;r(x, *‘I, W, Y) = (W, x, x’), G&, 3, x’)) = (x’, W, x, 4) and con- 
y’ = G@, ~1% 
the iirst-order system equivalent to (3.9). 
(3.10) 
We wilI apply Corollary 2.2 to (3.10) to prove that (3.10) has a periodic 
solution y(t) on [0, 1 J. It suffices for this to show that (i) all solutions of initial 
vaIue problems for (3.10) exist on [O, 11, (ii) every solution y(t) of (3.10) 
with y(0) = y0 E %2 is not in the set of recurrence points with respect to 
g(t, yo) =yo , =d (iii) de&--WAY), Q, 0) f 0. 
SinceF(t, X, x’) is continuous and bounded on [0, l] x R” x R”, it follows 
that G(t, y) is continuous on [0, l] x R2”, that 11 G(t, y)li 6 \I y Ij + B, and 
hence that solutions of initial value problems for (3.10) exist on [0, I]. Thus, 
(i) is satisfkd. 
No solution y(t) = (X(Z), x'(t)) of (3.10) with y(0) = y0 E ar;2 is in the set of 
recurrence points with respect to g(t, yo) = yO. For if y0 E a&?, then 
y. = (x0, x;) E as, x s, oryo = (x0, x;) E S, x as,. Let&, x;) E as, x S, 
and assumt y(t) 3 (x(t), x’(t)) is a solution of (3.10) with (x(O); x’(O)) = 
(x,, , x0’) which is in the set of recurrence points for (3.10) relative to (x, , zO’) 
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for some tl E (0, 11. Since x(0) = x(tr) and x’(0) = x’(t&, u(t) 1= 911 x(t)/12 
has a maximum at t, E [0, $1 with u(t2) > +(R + l)a, u’(t2) = 0, and 
and u”(t2) < 0. But then 
u”(t2) = (x(t2) - x’(h)>’ = +2> -qt2 , @2), x’(t2)) + II X’(t2)l12 > 0 
by (3.5) which is impossible. Let ys = (x,, , x,,‘) E S, x Ei’, , then by the 
definition of F, any solution y(t) = (x(t), x’(t)) of (3.10) with (x(O), x’(0)) = 
(x0 9 0 x ‘) satisfies x”(t) = 0 for all t in a right neighborhood of 0 as long as 
]I x’(t)11 > M + 1 and 11 x(t)/1 < R. This clearly implies thaty(t) = (x(t), x’(t)) 
is not in the set of recurrence points with respect to (x0, x0’) E S, x &S’, . 
I f  11 x(t)11 > R for some t, then, by an argument similar to the one at the 
beginning of this paragraph, condition (3.5) prevents y(t) from being in the 
set of recurrence points. 
Define K: B -+ R2n by K(y) = -G(O, y) = (-x’, --F(O, x, x’)). Then K is 
continuous on 0 and is nondegenerate on 8.Q. For certainly K(y) # 0, when- 
ever x’ # 0. If  x’ = 0, then K(y) = 0 implies --F(O, x, 0) = 0 with 
I/ x I] = R + 1. But by definition of the modificationF,F(O, x, 0) = x/II x I] # 0 
for jj x Ij = R + 1. Hence, K(y) # 0 f  or ally E &Q and deg(K, Q, 0) is defined. 
By Theorem 2.3, we know that deg(k, J2,O) # 0 provided k(y) and R(Sy) 
do not have the same direction for any y  E aQ, where S is the involution of 
a!J determined by 0 E Q. Note that the involution is Sy = -y. It is immediate 
that K(y) and K(-y) have different directions for all z E ExJ with x’ # 0. 
Ifx’=O,thenx~F(O,x,O)>Oand-x~F(O,-x,O)>Ofor~~x/~=R+1 
by (3.8) which means that R(y) and K(-y) have different directions for 
y  E asZ with x’ = 0. In all cases, we have that k(y) and K(-y) have different 
directions. Thus, deg(K, Q, 0) # 0. 
By Corollary 2.2, (3.10) has a periodic solutiony(t) on [O, l] withy(O) E 4. 
Hence, there is a solution x(t) of (3.9) with (x(O), x’(0)) = (x(l), x’(1)) E Q!. 
But (3.5) implies that jl x(t)11 < R on [0, 11, and (3.6), (3.7) imply 
11 x’(t)11 < M on [0, 11. Th is means that (t, x(t), x’(t)) E E on [0, l] and, since 
F(t, x, x’) =f(t, x, x’) on E, x(t) is a periodic solution of (3.1). 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of Knobloch’s Theorem 1 
[5], p. 681 since there it is assumed thatf satisfies a local Lipschitz condition 
with respect to x and x’. Our theorem also follows from Knobloch’s Theorem 2 
[5, p. 751 by taking r = jl x II2 - R2; h owever, as emphasized in the introduc- 
tion, we believe that our approach is somewhat simpler. It generalizes 
Theorem 3.1 of Schmitt [9] in that a weaker Nagumo condition is imposed 
and no assumption concerning uniqueness of boundary value problems is 
needed. 
InR*,letx<yifandonlyifx,<yi,l <i<z,andx<yifandonlyif 
xi<yi, 1 di~~.Also,let[A,B]~(x~R”/A~~x~~B~). 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume there exist A, B, 91, II, ERR with A < B, ‘p < 0 < # 
such that f is continuous on [O, l] x [A, B] x [F, #] and satisjes 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We proceed by defining a modification H off in 
such a way that the differential system defined by H has a periodic solution by 
Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. We then show that this solution is acixaBy 
a solution of (3.1). 
Define a modification off as follows. For each a = l,..., n, let 
where z = {z$ ,. . ., s%) is defined by 
and x’ E Rn. Then define for each i 
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where Z’ = (or’,..., 3%‘) is given by 
! 
$4 7 xj’ > #j Y 
--I xj = I xj ) g?i d xj < #j Y 
% 9 xj’ < Pj > 
and t E [0, I], x ER”. 
The vector function H = (HI ,..., H,) so defined is continuous and 
bounded on [0, 11 x Rn x R”. Consider 
x” = H(t, x, x’) (3.13) 
and its equivalent first-order 2n-dimensional formulation 
Y’ = G(t, Y), (3.14) 
where y = (x, x’), G(t, Y) = (G(t, y), (544 Y)) = (x’, Wt, x, 0. 
As in Theorem 3.1, we shall apply Corollary 2.2 to (3.14) on 
Q = WC& Bl X k-3 $41. 
Again all solutions of initial value problems for (3.14) exist on [0, 11. It remains 
only to show that no solutiony(t) of (3.14) withy(O) = y,, E 8Q is in the set of 
recurrence points with respect to g(t, y) = y and that deg(-G(0, y), 9,O) # 0. 
Lety,, E aJ2. Theny, = (x0, xi) E a[A, B] x [v, $1 ory, E [A, B] x a[~, #I. 
If (x, x’) E a[/!, B] x [v, $1, then A < x < B with xi = A; or Bi for some i 
and y < x < $. To consider a specific case assume xi = B, and that there is a 
solution (x(t), x’(t)) of (3.13) with (x(O), x’(0)) = (x, x’) and (x(&J, x’(t,)) = 
(x, x’) for some to E (0, 11. Th is means, using (3.11), that there is an interval 
[tl, tz] C [0, t,,] such that xi(tj) = Bi , j = 1, 2, and xi(t) > Bi on (tl, tJ. 
The difference xi(t) - Bi therefore assumes a positive maximum at some 
point s E (tl , ts) with xi’(s) = 0, xi(s) ,( 0. At s, 
x:(s) 2 H&, x(s), x’(s)> 
-H&, xh),..., xi-&), B, , x,.+&b., x,(s), x1’(s),..., 
XL&), 0, 4+,(&.., x,‘(s)) 
= fi(s, q4, W) + lx$&$ - fa(s, q4, W)) 
e 
which contradicts xi(t) - Bi having a positive maximum at s. 
If (x, x’) E [A, B] x a[~, z,Kj, then A < x < B, g, < X’ < 9 with xi’ = & or vz 
for some i. Assume xi’ = vi and that there is a solution y(t) of (3.14) which 
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is in the set of recurrence points of {x, xl) with respect to &r, y) = y,. Then 
Y(O) = (x, 4 = Y&J f or some t, E (0, 11. Since, by (3.12), E&(0, x, x’) --r 
f+(O, x, x’) is nonzero, assume to be specific that H&OF x, x’) > 0. This implies 
that x$‘(t) > cpa for all -t in some right ~eighborbood of 0 and this in turn 
implies (since y(t) is in the recurrent set for (x, x‘)) the existence of a Q , 
0 < tX < & such that ~~~~~~ = yi and xi(t) > cpi on (0, tl). If A < X(S) < B 
on Ip, tl], then Hi@, x(t), x’(t)) > 0 on the pj face of a&4, B] x [F, $3) 
for all t E [O, tJ which contradicts (3.12). If x(t) $ lA, B] for all t E [O, Q’& 
then q(t) I$ [A, , Bj] f or some j and for all t in some subinrerval of [O, Q. 
But by the definition of H, this too is impossible. We have thus shown that 
no solution y(t) of (3.14) is the set of recurrence points for any ye E LXZ. 
Define k: &j -+ EP by k(y) = -G(0, y) = (--z’, -H@, E, .v’)‘>). k is 
continuous on B and nondegenerate on 8.Q so deg(k, 152,O) is dewed. 
The degree, deg(k, 52, O), is noneero provided k(y) and k(Sy) do not have 
the same direction for any y f: ?Z2 where S is the involution of d!J dete~i~~d 
by MA -I- 8, +A, -I- ~9) E Q. ft is clear that K and k 0 S have difkrent 
directions for all (x, x’) E 8.Q with x’ # 0. If x’ = 0, then (3.11) implies that 
K and k 0 S have d&rent directions. 
By Corollary 2.2, (3.13) has a periodic solution x(t) on [O, l] with 
But A < x(t) < B on [O, l] by construction of IE (using an ardent iden- 
tical to the one given shawing that no solution is in the set of recurrence 
points for any (x, x’) E a[& B] x [v, $I)* But then (3-12) implies x’(t) E [p, slrf 
an [O, l], Men&e, x(t) is a periodic solution of (3.1) on [01 1 J with A < X(P) < B. 
3y using an a~prox~atio~ arg~ent, Theorem 3.3 can be improved. 
We state such an improvement and outline a proof. 
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A - EOe < x < B + e,,e where e = (I,..., 1) E Rn and q+ ,< xj’ < &. , j # i. 
Hence, there is an cl, 0 < e1 < es, such that 
f&(4 x, Xl’,..., xi-1 , yi , x:+1 ,..., x,‘) 
and H<(t, x, xl’ ,..., x;yl , z,& , x;+~ ,..., xn’) are nonzero for all t E [0, 11, 
A - cre < x < B + Q , e, and vi < xj' < #j , j # l,..., n. 
Define 01 = A - Ele and p = B + E,e, then for each i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
H,(t, x1 ,..., ximl , ai , xi,1 ,..., x, , xl’,..., x;F1 , 0, x;+~ ,..., xn’) = 
fi(t, zl ,..., zgel , Ai , T$<+~ ,..., %n , x,‘,..., x& , 0, x;+1 ,..., x,‘) - 
h/l + (4 - cl)21 < 0 < Hi(t, xl ,... , xi-1 , ,4 , xi+1 ,..., x, , xi,..., x;-~ , 0, 
I 
x$+1 Y-s*, xn’) for all t E [O, 11, oli~xi~J9j,j#i,andallx’~{~RnIyi=0). 
Let Q = [a, /?] x [v, $1. The argument proceeds as in Theorem 3.3 to get 
a periodic solution x(t) of (3.13) on [0, l] with (x(t), x’(t)) ED for all t E [0, 11. 
If x(t) is a periodic solution of (3.13) then A < x(t) <B. For if x(t) # [A, B], 
then assume x(t,) + B for some t, E [0, l] which implies xi(t,,) > Bi for some 
i. Then xi - Bi has a positive maximum at some t* E [0, l] with xi’(t*) = 0, 
xi(t*) < 0. But the definition of H and (3.15) imply that x:(t*) > 0. 
Hence, (x(t), x’(t)) E [A, B] x [q~, $1 and x(t) is a periodic solution of 
(3.1) on [0, 11. 
The proof of the next theorem is analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume there exist A, B E R” with A < B such that f  is 
continuous on [0, l] x [A, B] x Rn and satis$es (3.15) and a Nagumo condition 
given by 
llfll & ~(11 x’ 11) where q~ is a positive nondecreasing 
continuous function on [O, 00) with Jo” s/p(s) a? = +c0 
for all (t, x, x’) E [0, l] x [A, B] x R”, and 
(3.3’) 
there exist 01 > 0, k > 0 such that 
llfll < 244 -f + II x’ II”) + K 
fm all (t, x, x’) E [0, l] x [A, B] x Rn. 
(3.4’) 
Then thepe exists a periodic solution x(t) of (3.1) with A < x(t) < B on [0, 11. 
Remark. We observe that Theorem 3.3 may also be proved by applying 
Theorem 3.5 to f (t, x, a’), where f’ is defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
The conditions of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 may be considered so as to yield 
still more general results. For example, consider system (3.1) where 
f = (J, f *), 3 I x R2n + Rk, f *: I x R2n + Rnmk, k < n, and assume that 
either (3.11) or (3.15) are satisfied. In addition, assume that ii satisfies (3.12) 
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for i = l,..., K uniformly with respect to the variables (a$.., ,..., x;) whereas 
f* satisfies (3.3’) and (3.4’) with x’ replaced by (x;C+r ,‘.., 3,‘) but uniformly 
with respect to (xX’,..., x~‘). It then follows from the proofs of the preceding 
theorems that (3.1) will have a periodic solution. Using these ideas we may 
obtain as a corollary to Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 a generalization of Theorem 2 
of Mawhin [7] for the system 
COROLLARY 3.6. For i = l,..., n, let fi , gi : I x lR’2” -+ R be continuous 
and let the following conditions be satisjied: 
(ii) there exists a constant Ci such that j g,(t, x, y)! < CifS(t, x, y) 
for all (4 3, 39, yi = 0, 
(iii) I gi(t, x, y)l - co and fd4 x, r>il g&, x, $1 -+O a-9 / 39 I + 00 
uniformly on compact (t, x) sets and uniformly with respect to y$, j # i, 
i-1 ,.*-, no , 0 < no < n, 
(iv) If& x, y)I/ l/y” 112+0, I g&, x,y)ll l/y’ 112-+0, i = no -!- A..., fi, 
as /j y’ jj 3 ~0 uniformly on compact (t, x, y/)-sets where y’ = (yl ,..., y,,), 
y” = (y no+1 >**.3 Y,). 
Then (3.16) has a periodic solution x(t) such that / x<(t)] < C, . 
Proof of Corollary 3.6. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that condition (3.15) 
of Theorem 3.4 is satisfied with B = (C, ,..., C,) and A = -B. On the other 
hand, (iii) implies that for fi , 1 < i < no , there exist constants ‘pz , $ri so that 
condition (3.12) is satisfied. Condition (iv) implies that f* = (f&+r ,...,fJ 
satisfies (3.3’) and (3.4’). By the remark above, we obtain the desired con- 
clusion. 
Remark. Corollary 3.6 is more general than Theorem 2 of [7] in that fi 
need not be strictly positive. This allows us to further generalize a result of 
Corduneanu [7, p. 5281 for the system 
xn = f(t, x). (3.17) 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let f:I X RQ-+R n be continuous and let afJax, be 
continuous and nonnegative. Further assume that 
where Ci is a positive constant. Then there exists a periodic solution x(t) of 
(3.17) with J x,(t)/ ,( C, . 
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Proof of Corollary 3.7. Write (3.17) as 
3-f&, 31 ,***> xi-1 > 0, xi, >***, %> (3.18) 
and then apply the previous corollary. 
Remark. Theorem 3.5 may also be obtained from Knobloch’s Theorem 3 
[5, p. 791 by taking the functions p(t, x) of the form A, - xi , xi - B, , 
i = I,..., n, N = 2n. A similar remark applies to Theorem 4.1. 
4. ANOTHER EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section, we present an application of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in the 
case where the function g(t, y) of Theorem 2.1 is not necessarily the identity 
map for each t. The result obtained here is essentially a generalization of 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of Schmitt [9]; in fact, we show that Theorems 4.2 and 
4.3 of [9] remain valid without the uniqueness assumption on solutions of 
certain two point boundary value problems which was made in [9] although 
condition (4.2) f o our Theorem 4.1 is somewhat more restrictive. In order 
to avoid notational difficulties, we shall assume in this section that f  is 
independent of x’. This will shorten the proof somewhat; however, the result 
remains valid if f depends on x’ provided we assume conditions concerning 
the x’ dependence off analogous to those in the previous section. It is clear 
from the discussion in Section 3 how one must proceed to treat this more 
general situation. 
Consider the n-dimensional second order system 
xn = f  (t, x). (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 01, j3: I -+ R”, a(t) < /3(t), are ttie continu- 
ously da&rentiable functions, that f is continuous on 
I(& x)1 t E [O, 11, 4) G ‘2 d P(t)>, 
and that 
and 
Then (4.1) has aperiodic solution x(t) with a(t) < x(t) < /3(t) on [0, 11. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 5 = (zI ,..., Q, where 
xi > Pa(% - xi = 
/ 
“x:‘[” @i(t) G xi < B&>, 
%(Q, % < %(f), 
and define F(t, x) by 
for all t E [O, 11, x E R”. 
It follows from the definition of F and condition (4.3) that if x(t) is a periodic 
solution of 
XH = F(t, x), (4.4) 
then a(t) < x(t) < /3(t) on [0, l] and hence that x(t) is a periodic solution of 
(4.1) (see proof of Theorem 3.4). Because of this reason, it suffices to consider 
(4.4). 
Let E > 0 be given and let A(t), B(t) be defined by A(t) = a(t) - Ee 
B(t) = /?(t) + ce, where e = (l,..., 1) ERR. Then, by (4.3), A and B satisfy 
if A,(t) < xj < B,(t), j # i, i = l,..., n. 
Let X(Z) be any solution of (4.4) with x(O) E [A(O), B(O)]. Then 
x(t) = x(O) + x’(O)t + (Fi(& , x(&)))(t2/2), 0 -=E t < t, (4.6) 
and therefore, 
Since F is bounded, it follows from (4.7) and (4.6) and an elementary 
indirect argument that there exists t, E (0, l] and a constant N = A@,), 
N> II ~WStlt II W)ll such that x(t,) $ [A(&,), B(t,)], whenever /I x’(O)\1 > N 
and x(t) # x(O), 0 < t < to . Furthermore, it follows from the definition of 
F and (4.5) that if x(t) is a solution of (4.4) such that x(Q E [A(Q), B(t&j, 
4f2) $ I?&& W2N for SOme tl , 2 , t o<t,,t,,o<t,<t2<1, then 
x(t) $ iXf), WI for my t 3 tz . 
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Let Qi = {(Xi > xi’) I Ai < Xd < B,(O), --N < Xi’ < N) and 
L2 = sz, x sz, x *a* XD,.Definegi:IXa~~~R2by 
(U(t) + (1 - 4 &(O, &W, 
if xi = M,(O) + (1 - A) &(O) 
gi(t’ Xi ’ xi’) = 
I and xi’ = &iV 
1 
(C<(t), p(+N) + (1 - p) Ci’(t)), if xi = C,(O) (4*8) 
xi) = &!a) + (1 - P) C,‘(O) 
Ci = Aip B, 
and extend g, to I x Di so that, for every (xi , xi’) ED~ , g, is differentiable 
with respect to t at t = 0, and so that this derivative is continuous on a, . 
This is easily accomplished by observing the definition of ga given in (4.8). 
(We emphasize that in (4.8) six separate cases are notationally combined for 
each i.) 
Next define g: 1 x a + R2” by 
g(t, 3, x’) = (&, Xl , %‘>,-, &(4 x72 7 x,‘)>. 
To show that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, let 
and 
y = ($1 , Al’,..., %a 9 %A’) 
G(t, y) = (xl’, &(t, x), x2’, F,(t, x),-v xi, Fn(t, X)). (4.9) 
It follows from the definition of g and the discussion preceding it that every 
solution y(t) of 
Y’ = G(t, Y> (4.10) 
withy(O) = y0 E asZ has the property that y(t) # g(t, y,,), 0 < t < 1, and that 
y(t) exists on [0, 11. 
We next need to show that deg(-G(0, y) + g,(O, y), Q, 0) is nonzero. 
Let x, E J& be the point of intersection of the straight lines joining the 
points (B,(O),B,'(O)),(A,(O), A,'(O)) and (Ai( --N), (B,(O), N), respectively, 
and set z = (.~a ,..., z,). Let S denote the involution of XJ defined by that 
point. 
It will be clear from what is to follow that K(y) = -G(O, y) + g,(O, y) 
is nondegenerate on aQ and hence that deg@(y), Q, 0) is defined. In turn, 
we know by Theorem 2.3 that the degree is nonzero provided that, for every 
y  E 8.0, K(y) and K(Sy) do not have the same direction. If  y  E Z?, then there 
exists i, 1 < i < n, such that yi E a& . I f  we show that K,(y) is not zero and 
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does not have the same direction as K,(Sy), the proof will be complete. Com- 
puting k,(y), we obtain 
B,(O) - xi 
- Ai(o) iN + ~~(0) - A,(()) Ai’ + B$) - A&)) B,‘(O), --F,(O, x) 
if xi = &N, Ai < xi < B,(O). (4Al) 
if xi = Ci(0), -N < x; < c;(o), C, = Ai or ISi . (4.12) 
K,(y) = (C,'(O) -xi), NN--cy;o) c;(o) -F,(O, Xl ,.a., xi-1 , Ci(O), Xi+1r a.., %I) 
if xi = C,(O), Ci’(0) < Xi’ < N, Ci = A, or Bi s (4.13) 
The verification that k,(y) and k,(Sy) do not have the same direction now 
follows from (4.11)-(4.13), (49, and the choice of N. This completes the 
proof. 
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